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We study γ-ray emission following 239Pu(n, f) over an incident neutron energy range of 2 < Ei <
40 MeV. We present the first experimental evidence for positive correlations between the total
angular momentum generated in fission and the excitation energy of the compound nucleus prior to
fission. The γ-ray multiplicity increases linearly with incident energy below the 2nd-chance fission
threshold with a slope of 0.085 ± 0.010 MeV−1. This linear trend appears to hold for the average
excitation energy of the compound nucleus between 9 < 〈Ex〉 < 19 MeV. Most of the multiplicity
increase comes from an enhancement around a γ-ray energy of 0.7 MeV, which we interpret as
stretched quadrupole γ rays that indicate an increase in total fission-fragment angular momentum
with excitation energy.

I. INTRODUCTION17

Nuclear fission was discovered over eighty years ago [1,18

2] but the microscopic details of the process are still not19

fully understood. The importance of fission in the r -20

process of nucleosynthesis [3–7], synthesis of superheavy21

nuclei [8, 9], and developing Generation-IV fast-fission22

reactors [10] has motivated renewed interest in predic-23

tive fission models like cgmf [11], fifrelin [12], and24

freya [13]. One of the most prominent questions in25

contemporary fission physics is the nature of the mecha-26

nism by which two fragments, each with 6-8 ~ of angular27

momentum, emerge from a system with zero or near-28

zero angular momentum. Recently, there has been much29

discussion regarding angular momentum generation in30

fission [14–19]. This discussion highlights the lack of31

definitive experimental evidence for any particular angu-32

lar momentum generation mechanism. Experimentally-33

determined correlations between fission observables offer34

powerful tests of fission models and will be instrumental35

in discovering which mechanism is correct.36

Because the nascent fission fragments quickly de-37

excite, it is not possible to directly measure the intrinsic38

angular momenta of the fragments immediately after scis-39

sion [20]. This information is encoded in the subsequent40

fragment de-excitation via neutron and γ-ray emission.41
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Electric quadrupole (E2) transitions along yrast bands,42

in particular, remove most of the intrinsic angular mo-43

mentum [15, 21]. Therefore, simultaneous measurements44

of these E2 γ rays and system energy are experimentally-45

accessible signatures of correlations between the angular46

momentum and excitation energy of fission fragments.47

Understanding the relationship between the excitation48

energy of the fissioning system—and consequently of the49

fragments—and the fragment angular momenta is criti-50

cal for constraining the possible mechanisms of angular51

momentum generation. For example, the popular statis-52

tical model posits that the high angular momenta with53

which fragments emerge are solely due to the higher den-54

sity of high-angular momentum states at large excitation55

energy [22]. This model would result in a nonlinear de-56

pendence of angular momentum on excitation energy.57

Experimental investigations on the dependence of γ-58

ray emission on the energy of the fissioning system are59

sparse [23–29]. In most cases, the experiments investi-60

gated only a few different energies or a limited energy61

range, and could not resolve any trends as a result. Ta-62

ble I summarizes these experiments, listing the investi-63

gated reaction, energies, and whether or not they ob-64

served changes in the γ-ray multiplicity and spectrum.65

The ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluation for 239Pu(n, f) is also in-66

cluded. Note that only Gjestvang et al. [29] identified a67

significant change in γ-ray multiplicity. Only Laborie et68

al. [26] found changes in the γ-ray spectrum, but exclu-69

sively above 2 MeV in γ-ray energy, uncharacteristic of70

E2 transitions.71

In this paper we analyze the 239Pu(n, f) data from72
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TABLE I. Fission γ-ray measurements and whether they
were able to statistically resolve changes in γ-ray multiplic-
ity, ∆Nγ , or changes in the γ-ray spectrum, ∆Spec. For
neutron-induced reactions other than 239Pu(n, f), Ex above
the 2nd-chance fission threshold are omitted. Experiments by
Fréhaut are frequently cited in discussions about the energy
dependence of angular momentum in fission, but the conclu-
sions in Refs. [23] and [24] are contradictory.

Reference Reaction En Ex ∆Nγ ∆Spec

This work 239Pu(n, f) 2-40 9-19 X X

ENDF/B-VIII.0 [30] 239Pu(n, f) 0-20 6.53-19 X

Fréhaut [23, 24] 235U(n, f) 1.14-14.66 7.69-12.22 N/A N/A

Qi [25] 238U(n, f) 1.90,4.90 6.71,9.61

Laborie [26] 238U(n, f) 1.6,5.1,15.0 6.41,9.91 X

Oberstedt [27] 235U(n, f) En = 1.7 Ex = 8.25

Rose [28] 233U(d, pf) - 4.8-10

Rose [28] 239Pu(d, pf) - 4.5-8.8

Gjestvang [29] 240Pu(d, pf) - 5.5-8.5 X

Kelly et al. [31], in which a broad range of excited states73

of 240Pu∗ were populated. We present clear experimen-74

tal evidence for increasing γ-ray multiplicity, Nγ , over75

the incident neutron energy range of 2 < Ei < 4076

MeV. We find an approximately linear relationship be-77

tween Nγ and the average compound nucleus excitation78

energy, 〈Ex〉, within 9 < 〈Ex〉 < 19 MeV. Further-79

more, by differentiating with respect to the γ-ray en-80

ergy, Eγ , we find the γ-ray multiplicity around Eγ = 0.781

MeV—characteristic of E2 transitions along fragment ro-82

tational bands—increases with the excitation energy of83

the compound system. We ultimately suggest a positive,84

approximately linear angular momentum-energy correla-85

tion in the measured energy range.86

II. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS87

The experiment was carried out at the Los Alamos88

Neutron Science Center [32], where a broad-spectrum89

neutron beam was produced via spallation reaction of90

an 800 MeV proton beam on a tungsten target. The91

neutron beam was incident on a multi-foil Parallel-Plate92

Avalanche Counter (PPAC) [33] containing 100 mg of93

239Pu, 21.5 m from the spallation target. Neutron-94

induced fission was measured in the PPAC and the neu-95

trons and γ rays emitted by the fragments were measured96

using the Chi-Nu liquid scintillator array, a hemispheri-97

cal array of 54 EJ-309 [34] organic scintillator detectors.98

We separate the data into quasi-monoenergetic bins of99

incident energy, Ei, determined by the neutron time of100

flight between spallation and measurement of fission in101

the PPAC. A detailed description of the experiment that102

generated these data is available in Ref. [31]. Whereas103

Kelly et al. focused on prompt fission neutron measure-104

ments, we apply an entirely new analysis to the γ-ray105

data.106

A. Analysis107

Fission γ rays and neutrons, measured in coincidence108

with beam and PPAC triggers, are discriminated based109

on pulse shape and time of flight. After applying both110

discrimination techniques, particle misclassification be-111

comes negligible [35]. We collect γ rays within a window112

of 5 ns before to 10 ns after the PPAC trigger. The full113

width at half maximum of this coincidence peak is 3.1 ns.114

To recover the emitted γ-ray features from the detected115

events, several corrections are applied. Since the target116

nucleus 239Pu is unstable to α decay, the PPAC signal117

from pileup of multiple α events cannot always be sep-118

arated from that produced by decelerating fission frag-119

ments. The bias associated with erroneous triggers from120

239Pu α decay is estimated by examining the measured121

PPAC activity and spectrum in the absence of beam.122

We quantify the effect of chance coincidences between123

the γ-ray background and the beam trigger by introduc-124

ing a random coincidence signal in the analysis. Its con-125

tribution is small and we subtract it. While multiple γ126

rays and neutrons are usually emitted in the same fission,127

pileup can be neglected due to the low absolute efficiency128

of the detector array: about 2.9%.129

The pulsed nature of the broad-spectrum neutron130

beam results in low-energy neutrons from a beam mi-131

cropulse arriving at the target simultaneously with high-132

energy neutrons from the next micropulse. We estimate133

the amount of fission induced by these low-energy neu-134

trons and subtract. This correction is negligible at low135

Ei and never exceeds 3.4% as Ei approaches 40 MeV.136

Finally, we apply the following unfolding procedure to137

recover the emitted γ-ray spectrum at each Ei: we first138

model the system response of the Chi-Nu liquid scintilla-139

tor array using isotropic, monoenergetic photon sources140

in mcnpx-polimi [36]. We then convolve the resulting141

response matrix with experimentally-determined detec-142

tor resolution and a scintillator light output threshold143

of 0.1 MeVee, and then invert it via Tikhonov regular-144

ization [37]. This procedure corrects the measured mul-145

tiplicity for efficiency and unfolds the emitted Eγ spec-146

trum from the measured γ-ray light output spectrum.147

The measured γ-ray spectra for each Ei bin are shown148

in Fig. 1. The energy resolution, including both detector149

resolution and uncertainty introduced by the unfolding150

procedure, is ≈ 19% in the analyzed γ-ray energy range.151

By comparing the unfolded γ-ray spectrum at our low-152

est energy bin, 2 < Ei < 3 MeV, with the ENDF/B-153

VIII.0 evaluated spectrum for 239Pu(nth [38], we deter-154

mined that the unfolding procedure reproduced the cor-155

rect spectral shape and magnitude between 0.4 < Eγ <156

2.2 MeV. This limitation is reflected in Fig. 1, where the157

hatched regions fall outside the acceptance window.158

The Nγ reported throughout this paper thus includes159

only gamma rays within this acceptance window of 0.4 <160

Eγ < 2.2 MeV, representing ≈ 60% of the integrated161

239Pu(nth, f) γ-ray spectrum above 0.1 MeV. Almost all162

of the excluded γ rays fall below the acceptance region.163
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We estimate the unfolding uncertainty in Nγ by con-164

structing a covariance matrix by varying the regulariza-165

tion parameter.166

FIG. 1. Measured γ-ray spectra for each quasi-monoenergetic
incident neutron energy bin, Ei. The hatched regions fall
outside of the Eγ acceptance window.

B. Fission codes167

The fission models cgmf [11], fifrelin [12], and168

freya [13] were employed to examine how different treat-169

ments of fragment formation and particle emission affect170

the relationship between γ-ray emission and incident en-171

ergy. All three codes in this manuscript use phenomeno-172

logical models and while the underlying principles are173

sometimes similar, varying treatments of determining174

the initial fragment properties and their subsequent de-175

excitation can result in very different predictions of the176

γ-ray spectrum and multiplicity. We provide short de-177

scriptions of each model here, and point the reader to178

suitable references for more details.179

1. CGMF [11]180

cgmf takes as input the pre-neutron fission fragment181

mass and kinetic energy distributions and samples from182

these distributions to determine the total excitation en-183

ergy of the fragments. This total excitation energy is184

shared between the fragments based on a mass-dependent185

nuclear temperature ratio law. The angular momentum186

of each fragment is subsequently sampled from a spin187

distribution closely following Bethe’s work [39], with a188

spin cut-off parameter (called B2 in Ref. [11]) that de-189

pends on the moment of inertia of the fragment and is190

proportional to the fragment temperature. Note that B2
191

includes an adjustable scaling factor that depends lin-192

early on Ei and is used to tune the competition between193

neutrons and photons to fit experimental photon data.194

cgmf handles pre-fission neutron emission using proba-195

bilities calculated with the CoH3 code [40].196

cgmf implements the Hauser-Feshbach statistical nu-197

clear reaction model to follow the de-excitation of fission198

fragments. It uses a spherical optical model potential to199

determine neutron transmission coefficients. γ-ray trans-200

mission coefficients are determined using the strength201

function formalism, where the continuum level density202

follows the Fermi-gas formula at high excitation energies203

and a constant-temperature formula at lower excitation204

energies. Discrete levels are imported from the RIPL-205

3 [41] database where available. More details on the spe-206

cific models used, as well as a complete list of the input207

files required to run cgmf, are available in Table 2 of208

Ref. [11].209

2. FIFRELIN [12]210

Similarly to cgmf, the pre-neutron fission fragment211

mass and kinetic energy distributions are used as inputs212

in fifrelin and sampled, in order to calculate the total213

excitation energy of the fragments. fifrelin also em-214

ploys an empirical mass-dependent temperature ratio of215

the fragments to partition the excitation energy between216

them, and the total angular momentum of each fragment217

is statistically sampled following Bethe’s work. Different218

models for the spin cut-off parameter can be used [42];219

in the Inertia+Shell model used in this work, the spin220

cut-off depends on the mass, ground-state deformation,221

and temperature of the nucleus as well as shell effects.222

This model includes one free scaling parameter that is223

allowed to vary with Ex. Note that in fifrelin, the224

four free parameters are adjusted to reproduce the total225

prompt neutron multiplicity in the JEFF-3.3 library [43].226

In other words, there is no explicit dependence on exper-227

imental γ-ray data, including in the spin cut-off scaling228

parameter. fifrelin does not include pre-fission neutron229

emission.230

fifrelin implements a coupled Hauser-Feshbach al-231

gorithm based on the concept of Nuclear Realization, es-232

tablished by Becvar [44] and implemented by Regnieret233

al. [45] for neutron/γ/electron coupled emission from an234

excited nucleus. Neutron transmission coefficients are235

governed by optical model calculations. γ-ray emission236

is determined by the strength function formalism. Some-237

what uniquely, in each realization an artificial set of lev-238

els is generated based on expected level densities, and the239

partial widths of a given transition energy are allowed to240

fluctuate [45, 46]. This strategy is potentially important241

for modeling γ-ray observables when the input nuclear242

structure data files are deficient [47].243

3. FREYA [13]244

Just as in the previously mentioned codes the mass,245

charge, and total kinetic energy distributions of the frag-246
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ments are sampled at the beginning of a fission event247

in freya. The temperature sharing is directly speci-248

fied by a free parameter. The angular momenta of the249

fragments in freya are generated based on the “spin250

temperature,” TS , which is the temperature of the din-251

uclear system at scission multiplied by a free parame-252

ter, cS . In freya, this free parameter does not depend253

on energy. Contributions from the dinuclear rotational254

modes available at scission—tilting, twisting, wriggling,255

and bending—are statistically populated based on this256

spin temperature [14]. This is in contrast to the pre-257

vious two models, which sample the fragment angular258

momenta based on the nascent fragment temperatures259

after they are separated. Prefission neutron emission is260

treated the same way as postfission neutron evaporation261

from the fragments.262

The fragments de-excite via neutron evaporation with263

a black-body spectrum until the available intrinsic en-264

ergy falls below the neutron separation energy. Statisti-265

cal photons are then emitted with a black-body spectrum266

modulated by a giant dipole resonance form factor. In267

freya, all statistical photons remove 1 ~ of angular mo-268

mentum. Once the excitation energy is sufficiently low,269

evaluated discrete transitions from the RIPL-3 data li-270

brary [41] are used until the ground state or a sufficiently271

long-lived isomeric state is reached [48]. The free param-272

eters in freya are summarized in Ref. [49].273

III. RESULTS274

In Fig. 2, we present the relationship between Nγ and275

Ei between 2 < Ei < 40 MeV. Our data show a clear276

increase in Nγ across the entire Ei range. Uncertainties277

include variation across PPAC foils and unfolding; sta-278

tistical uncertainties are comparatively negligible. Also279

plotted in Fig. 2(a) are γ-ray multiplicities from the280

ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluation [30] and data from Qi [25]281

and Laborie [26]. These data are scaled down to match282

our 0.4 < Eγ < 2.2 MeV acceptance region. We inte-283

grate the ENDF/B-VIII.0 239Pu(n, f) and 238U(n, f) γ-284

ray spectra within our acceptance range, then again for285

a threshold Eγ > 0.1 MeV. Most of the experimental re-286

sults are reported for a 0.1 MeV threshold and extend287

up to sufficiently high Eγ that their upper limit does not288

significantly affect Nγ . Thus, the evaluation and experi-289

mental data in Fig. 2 are scaled down by the ratio of these290

two integrals for the appropriate reaction. Even with this291

correction, we do not necessarily expect the Qi [25] and292

Laborie [26] data to agree with our data since they study293

a different reaction. The ENDF/B-VIII.0 points above294

thermal fission were inferred from total γ-ray production295

data, assuming a 20% uncertainty [38].296

We note that Nγ varies linearly with Ei below the297

2nd-chance fission threshold with a slope of ∆Nγ/∆Ei =298

0.085 ± 0.010 MeV−1. This behavior was also observed299

by Gjestvang et al. in 240Pu(d, pf), where they found a300

slope of 0.08±0.03 MeV−1. Extrapolating this fit down to301

Ei = 0 yields good agreement with the well-studied mul-302

tiplicity at thermal fission [50]. Uncertainty on the slope303

includes variation across PPAC foils, uncertainty from304

unfolding, and estimated variance of the fitted slope.305

In Fig. 2(b), we compare our data to predictions from306

fifrelin and the release versions of cgmf and freya307

for Nγ within the acceptance window as a function of Ei.308

Only data below the second-chance fission threshold are309

shown for fifrelin, since it does not include pre-fission310

emission. cgmf predicts a similar trend, although the311

discontinuities at the nth-chance fission thresholds are312

overemphasized compared to experiment. freya pre-313

dicts about 0.5 too few γ rays within the acceptance314

region. The model uncertainties are statistical.315

This work

ENDF/B-VIII.0 239Pu(n,f)

Qi 238U(n,f)

Laborie 238U(n,f)4

5

6

7

8

(a)

This work

CGMF

FIFRELIN

FREYA

0 10 20 30 40
4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0
(b)

FIG. 2. Nγ between 0.4 < Eγ < 2.2 MeV as a function of
Ei for 2 < Ei < 40 MeV. Data where Ei is below the 240Pu
inner fission barrier height, Bf = 6.05 MeV [41], are fit with
a black line. The bin width is 1 MeV.

The neutron separation energies, Sn, of different fis-316

sioning isotopes can vary by several MeV so comparing317

γ-ray emission from different reactions at a given Ei is318

not always appropriate. It is instructive to instead look319

at the excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus, Ex,320

which is independent of this variation. If we neglect the321

small kinetic energy imparted to the compound nucleus322

by the incident neutron, the excitation energy of the pre-323

fission 240Pu∗ nucleus is324

Ex = Ei + S(240)
n , (1)
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where Ei is the incident neutron energy and S
(240)
n = 6.53325

MeV is the neutron separation energy of the compound326

240Pu∗ nucleus. However, the Ex—and in fact, the iso-327

tope—of the compound nucleus just before fission cannot328

be uniquely determined once the incident neutron energy329

exceeds the fission barrier height, Bf , due to the presence330

of multi-chance fission and pre-equilibrium neutron emis-331

sion. Thus, multiple Ex values are possible for a given332

Ei > Bf and the average excitation energy, 〈Ex〉, of the333

fissioning nucleus is generally lower than what may be334

expected from Eq. (1). At a fixed Ei, 〈Ex〉 can be writ-335

ten336

〈Ex〉 = Ei + S(240)
n −

∑
j=1

[
S(240−j+1)
n + 〈kj〉

]
pj (2)

where S
(240−j+1)
n is the separation energy of the jth neu-337

tron, 〈kj〉 ≡ 〈kj〉(Ei) is the average kinetic energy of the338

jth pre-fission neutron, and pj ≡ pj(Ei) is the probabil-339

ity of emitting j neutrons prior to fission. Note that Pu340

isotopes lighter than 240Pu∗ contribute to the total ob-341

served fissions when prefission neutron emission occurs.342

For compound nuclei that are close in mass, correlations343

between 〈Ex〉 and γ rays should be relatively indepen-344

dent of the isotope. 〈kj〉 and pj are model dependent;345

〈kj〉 was estimated using cgmf and pj was calculated346

using the ENDF/B-VII.1 cross sections [51]. We do not347

consider pre-equilibrium γ-ray emission since neutron-γ348

competition is minimal when Ex is high enough for pre-349

fission processes to occur [52, 53].350

Ex becomes a better description for the state of the351

compound nucleus just before fission once Ei > Bf . To352

investigate the relationship between Nγ and Ex, in Fig. 3353

we translate Ei to 〈Ex〉 using Eq. (2). This transla-354

tion corrects for the effects introduced by pre-fission neu-355

tron emission and reveals the approximate linearity of356

Nγ with respect to 〈Ex〉 for 9 < 〈Ex〉 < 19 MeV. The357

model-dependent parameters pj and 〈kj〉 in Eq. (2) bias358

the translation, so we assign 10% uncertainties to pj and359

〈kj〉 which give rise to the horizontal uncertainties on360

our data. The models do not predict these values for361

Ei > 20 MeV, so the data above this limit are excluded362

from Fig. 3.363

Also plotted in Fig. 3(a) are the ENDF/B-VIII.0 eval-364

uation [30] and the Qi [25], Laborie [26], Rose [28],365

and Gjestvang [29] data. The energy transformation in366

Eq. (2) was also applied to the ENDF/B-VIII.0 evalua-367

tion. The incident energies of Qi and Laborie are shifted368

using Eq. (1) with the appropriate Sn for each reaction.369

The Ei = 15.0 MeV point from Laborie is omitted due370

to lack of nuclear data for determining pj and 〈kj〉 for371

238U(n, f).372

Our data agree well with other experiments in the lim-373

ited range of overlap, although agreement with our ex-374

trapolation to lower Ex is mixed. We note in the cases375

of Rose [28] and Gjestvang [29] that some disagreement376

could arise from ion-induced fission populating different377

states of the compound nucleus [54, 55]. Recent theo-378

retical work [14], however, concluded that the angular379

momentum of the compound nucleus has little effect on380

the angular momenta of the fragments, which would de-381

couple the γ-ray multiplicity from the choice of reaction382

used to form the compound nucleus.383

In Fig. 3(b) we compare our data to predictions from384

cgmf, fifrelin, and freya for Nγ within 0.4 < Eγ <385

2.2 MeV as a function of Ex. In cgmf and freya, simu-386

lated neutron-induced fission events were binned by com-387

pound nucleus excitation energy. The excitation energy388

of the compound nucleus was directly specified in fifre-389

lin. Since fifrelin does not include pre-fission neu-390

tron emission, multi-chance fission does not occur and391

only 240Pu∗ nuclei contribute. cgmf predicts the Nγ392

well across the entire 〈Ex〉 range—with some deviation393

at high 〈Ex〉, where we expect the energy translation in394

Eq. (2) be more uncertain.395

cgmf agrees quite well across most of the energy range.396

fifrelin predicts the trend well, although the absolute397

multiplicity within the acceptance region is too low by398

about 0.5 γ rays. freya underestimates the positive399

trend and multiplicity within our acceptance window, al-400

though it still predicts positive correlations. Statistical401

model uncertainties are shown, although they are smaller402

than the markers.403

This work

ENDF/B-VIII.0 239Pu(n,f)

Qi 238U(n,f)

Laborie 238U(n,f)

Rose 239Pu(d,pf)

Rose 233U(d,pf)

Gjestvang 240Pu(d,pf)
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5.5
(b)

FIG. 3. Nγ between 0.4 < Eγ < 2.2 MeV as a function of
〈Ex〉 for 9 < 〈Ex〉 < 19 MeV. The black line is the same as

in Fig. 2, shifted to the right by S
(240)
n , see Eq. (1).
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We further characterize the additional γ rays we ob-404

serve by examining how the spectrum changes with in-405

creasing 〈Ex〉. We fix Eγ and determine the slope of a406

linear fit to Nγ with respect to 〈Ex〉, or ∆Nγ/∆〈Ex〉,407

plotted in Fig. 4(a). The slopes of fits to the entire 〈Ex〉408

range are plotted for each Eγ , as well as fits to just the409

data below the 2nd-chance fission threshold, Ei < Bf ,410

to provide a model-independent comparison. The uncer-411

tainties include unfolding uncertainty propagated from412

the covariance matrix and standard fit-parameter un-413

certainties. We note a particular enhancement around414

Eγ = 0.7 MeV, characteristic of E2 yrast transitions in415

the mass range of both light and heavy fragments. This416

enhancement accounts for the majority of the overall in-417

crease in Nγ with respect to 〈Ex〉, suggesting most of the418

additional γ rays observed at higher energies in Figs. 2419

and 3 are E2 yrast transitions and remove 2~ of angular420

momentum each. The measured γ-ray spectra for a few421

〈Ex〉 values are also plotted in Fig. 4(a) using the right422

axis.423

In Fig. 4(b), slopes from fits to models are shown for424

comparison. The model uncertainties are standard fit-425

parameter uncertainties. cgmf agrees somewhat around426

the enhancement, but does not predict the dip around427

Eγ = 0.5 MeV that we observe in our data. We observe428

good agreement with fifrelin using the Inertia+Shell429

spin cut-off model, which correctly predicts the magni-430

tude of the enhancement around Eγ = 0.7 MeV. freya431

does not predict the observed enhancement around Eγ =432

0.7 MeV. Most of the additional γ rays that it predicts433

lie below our acceptance region, explaining the discrep-434

ancy between freya and our data in Figs. 2(b) and 3(b).435

We believe that fifrelin agrees well partially because of436

its nuclear realization methodology, as it creates artificial437

levels in nuclei where compiled discrete level libraries like438

RIPL [41] are lacking.439

IV. DISCUSSION440

To draw physical conclusions, we discuss the differ-441

ences between models that cause fifrelin to agree well442

with our experimental data in Fig. 4. It is clear from this443

agreement that the energy-dependent spin distribution is444

one component of an accurate prediction. In contrast, re-445

sampling stages in freya eliminate the correlations be-446

tween fragment excitation energy and the dinuclear tem-447

perature that is used to calculate the fragment angular448

momenta. The disagreement between this experiment449

and freya could be due to this decoupling of angular450

momentum and energy, although other differences in the451

models could contribute. cgmf’s method for calculating452

the spin cut-off parameter is similar to that of fifrelin;453

the spin cut-off depends on the fragment’s temperature454

and ground-state moment of inertia in the same way in455

both codes. The two agree well in magnitude around the456

enhancement, with the main difference being that cgmf457

predicts more low-energy γ rays while fifrelin and our458

0
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the slope, ∆Nγ/∆〈Ex〉, on Eγ . In
(a), γ-ray spectra from the experiment for 〈Ex〉 = 9, 12.1, 15,
and 17.5 MeV are also shown on the right-hand side. The
area outside the Eγ acceptance region is shown as the grey
shaded region. Eγ bins are 0.1 MeV.

experiment decrease at lower Eγ . Differences could arise459

from how the free scaling parameter is chosen. Free pa-460

rameters in fifrelin are chosen solely to match exper-461

imental total neutron multiplicity data, while the spin462

cut-off scaling parameter in cgmf is fitted to total γ-ray463

energy and multiplicity data [11]. Given the similarity of464

their treatment, fifrelin’s implementation of the Nu-465

clear Realizations established by Becvar [44] could lead466

to more realistic modeling of discrete transitions in frag-467

ments with uncertain level schemes, and thus explain the468

better agreement at low Eγ . freya’s methodology for469

selecting the initial spin of fragments is fundamentally470

different, although it results in similar average spin val-471

ues. Recent work regarding the angular distribution of472

statistical γ rays [56] suggests that these transitions are473

not always stretched, and thus freya’s treatment may474

lead to a reduction in fragment spin post-statistical emis-475

sion. This effect could lead to the observed deficiency in476

yrast γ rays.477

The fragment yield distribution also changes with ex-478

citation energy, and must be discussed. We examined the479

distribution of yrast γ-ray energies as a function of the480

changing fragment yield to determine whether the energy481

threshold could bias our results. We used Ex-dependent482

fragment yields from fifrelin and discrete level libraries483

from NuDat 3.0 [57] to produce yield-weighted Eγ spec-484

tra for yrast band transitions. We found that the average485
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energy of yrast transitions with certain initial spin values,486

such as 8+ → 6+ transitions, increases as Ex increases487

and fragment mass yield becomes more symmetric. How-488

ever, these 8+ → 6+ transitions still lie within the Eγ ac-489

ceptance region at low Ex, so we do not suspect the Nγ490

increase around Eγ = 0.7 MeV is due to the changing491

fragment yields. This conclusion is consistent with our492

agreement with fifrelin (Inertia+Shell), where we can493

examine specific fragments and observe positive correla-494

tions between the number of yrast band transitions, and495

Ex.496

V. CONCLUSION497

We have presented the first direct measurement of498

γ-ray multiplicity, Nγ , for fast neutron-induced fission499

of 239Pu, across a large incident neutron energy range,500

2 < Ei < 40 MeV. We observe a clear increase in Nγ501

over the entire range. We find an approximately linear502

relationship between Nγ and Ei below the 2nd-chance503

fission threshold, with a slope of 0.085 ± 0.010 MeV−1.504

This relationship is preserved upon translating incident505

neutron energy to compound nucleus excitation energy506

in the range 9 < 〈Ex〉 < 19 MeV. These extra γ rays are507

found around energies characteristic of stretched electric508

quadrupole transitions, experimentally confirming pos-509

itive correlations between the excitation energy of the510

compound nucleus and the total angular momenta of the511

fragments. This assertion is supported by comparisons512

with fission model calculations. While the trend appears513

linear in this Ex range, it is not necessarily incompatible514

with the statistical model of angular momentum genera-515

tion. A larger range in Ex, particularly lower in energy,516

must be explored to determine the functional form.517

In future experiments, we plan to probe lower Ex,518

which will be more sensitive to the functional form of the519

angular momentum dependence, by examining the rela-520

tionship between γ-ray emission from 252Cf(sf) and frag-521

ment mass, as well as total kinetic energy. We also sug-522

gest induced-fission experiments with higher-resolution523

γ-ray detectors to resolve the low-energy region of the Eγ524

spectrum, as well as unambiguously identify known E2525

transitions on an event-by-event basis. Such experiments526

will provide comparatively model-independent correla-527

tions between the spin distributions of fragments post-528

statistical emission, and their masses and excitation en-529

ergies.530
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